
Changing energy from the ground up 

Fisonic Energy Solutions is an energy service company that utilizes new 

technology to provide clean and efficient energy solutions across a broad 

spectrum of industries and applications including; commercial heating, 

district energy, solar thermal, waste heat to power and micro-grid power 

generation.

Our commercial heating and hot-water systems easily connect to either 

district or boiler-based facilities and our power-generation systems offer 

versatile thermal inputs which create exciting new opportunities for solar 

thermal, biomass and geo-thermal producers to increase profits from their 

existing systems.

a portfolio of Clean energy and utility solutions

From top to bottom, our unique systems improve performance, lower 

costs, and eliminate waste in every type of building. Commercial office 

buildings, hotels, hospitals, universities, factories and municipal facilities all 

realize tremendous environmental benefits when they deploy our solutions.

Meeting the 
world’s growing  

demand for clean,  
sustainable and  
resilient energy 

Fisonic is a Con Edison  
Commercial & Industrial Energy 

Efficiency Market Partner 

100% Made In the USA

Veteran Owned Company

CCR/SAM Certified Vendor

Fisonic commercial heating 
and hot-water systems easily 
replace existing systems and 
can be installed without dis-
rupting building services. Our 
systems deliver a wide range 
of performance and environ-
mental benefits over conven-
tional technology.
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Fisonic’s unique CHP 
systems generate electric 
power as a by-product of 
providing heat. Our design 
integrates with a variety of 
sources, including district-
steam, traditional boilers, 
and solar thermal systems.

Fisonic waste-heat recovery 
systems generate clean pow-
er from an array of sources 
including; district-steam 
condensate, steam-traps and 
industrial processes; and our 
solar thermal systems deliver 
demand-reduction power 
that far exceeds standard 
solar PV.
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to learn more about our company please visit  
our website at www.fisonicsolutions.com


